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About This Game

WELCOME TO WACKY WINGS!!

Launch into this idyllic, arcade-style ride and take to the skies to explore the thrilling and diverse VR world of Wacky Wings!

Embrace the serene atmosphere of the game’s many themed levels - but don’t get too comfortable! You must keep topped up
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with fuel and weave with skilful finesse to collect your coins and boost your points, all while avoiding the tricky obstacles.

To begin with, your plane is slow and lacks manoeuvrability but collecting gold medals will improve your speed and
manoeuvrability.

Unlockable wings

10 Unlockable new wings, including:

Drones
Helicopters

Dragons
Time machines

wizards??

2 Unlockable Game Modes

Blitz Mode:

Explore the skies over an exhilarating black and white Blitz Mode, where you dream of being an ace pilot and must shoot down
opponents to collect fuel and stay in the air.

Endless mode:

Just keep flying and enjoy the frenzy as one of many wings exploring endless levels.

VR comfort in Wacky Wings

Although we have designed the game to give as little simulation sickness as possible, due to popular demand we have also added
a first person mode for the guys and gals with a steel stomach, our comfort suggestions are:

1 Seated with a Xbox or motion controller in third person
2 Standing with a Xbox or motion controller in third person

3 Seated with a Xbox or motion controller in first person
4 Standing with a Xbox or motion controller in first person ( oh lordy!)
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Title: Wacky Wings VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Pocket Money Games
Publisher:
Pocket Money Games
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: VR ONLY!

English
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A fantasatic Roguelike! Super fun progression system, both within each run, and in the way of permanent unlockables.
But don't just take my word for it...
You can try the first Cardinal Quest for free at NewGrounds (link), and the phone version of Cardinal Quest 2 for free on both
Android (link) and iOS! (link)
If you enjoy those anywhere near as much as I did, the Steam version (which has more content) will be a great purchase.. - Aero
Chord - Boundless is a very boring and monoton song and its to easy even on expert+. I put just about a 100 hours into this
game, life got complicated for me so I stepped away from it for a few months. Come back to find ridiculous pay to play
schemes. When I was playing intensely I set myself the goal of buying unlimited licenses for all the areas using ingame cash
from catching fish which was very grindy but totally possible to do, now its baitcoins or whatever they call it to get unlimited. It
had a well balanced economy, now I look at prices and my mouth falls open.

The durabilty and pay to repair items is ridiculous, in the real world I have fishing rods from my great grandfather that still work
beautifully with out having to "repair" them after fishing for a day, so I see no practical gaming reason for this mechanic. Sure I
snapped a rod once in the 25 years ive been fishing, ten minutes later with some bamboo splints and string I was back to fishing.
Yes I should get a new tackle bag, the one that was given to me as a kid is pretty worn out, But I think it will last me another
year or two.

This was a great game once upon a time, a bit grindy a bit buggy but overall I was astounded at the promise it showed and
laughed at other lesser fishing simulators. I bought some real money dlcs to support what I thought would be the greatest fishing
game of the decade. Now? Nope, im too old to fall into this money trap. Perhaps one day it wont be like it is now and I sincerly
hope so. Until then, farewell.. The game is Good and the Story is awesome! But Sadly the PvP (Ranked) always give me
Connection error even when i can play others online games smoothly. For a $50 game it should have way better servers. Few
days laters and the problem still there. If you are a PvP player look for more info before spending money on this one. Because
refund is usless too.. it NOT cool. fun and interesting game. The developer is a really nice person he helped me with a problem I
faced when first installed the game and he released and fix within few days.
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A great game but I'd suggest waiting for a sale for it. It's really not worth the listed price, sorry.. New platformer classic is born!
This game is an addicting as it gets. Controls are solid and difficulty is right in the ball park, wanting to try once more. Graphics
are well made pixel art and it works like a charm. And I love that the game has very cryptic and mysterious feeling. This game is
a solid oldschool platformer with a own twist. I can recommended this to anyone that likes old school platformers!. A simple
fast paced team based shooter with moba like elements, pick from one of 6 classes each with their own unique skills and
abillities. All classes have their strengths and weaknesses each with their own personality. Monday Night Combat is my
favourite game on steam and always will be! Unfortunately the games playerbase is very limited, but with the help of the MNC
community games are organised regularly. So don't threat too much about never being able to play. The commentator of the
game spews out hilarious dialogue about your situation and the teams performance, the game even has a mascot that appears on
the field that you can shoot for money and prizes!

Join the "hotshotsforever" group on steam to inform you of organised events.

Did I mention MNC is the most lethal sport of the future? ;)

Hiyo! 10/10! Oh!... And theres bacon! (see you on the field of combat!). I've only had this game for a short time and I'm already
addicted. The only problem is that I don't know how to access the DLC I bought. Anyone else know how to?

Please and thank you!. Interesting, Lots of bugs to be fixed, but for the price i would have to say, go for it. .99cents is like
money that you find on the street.

9/10 for the price only.. I've just started playing, and am only several levels in, but since this game is new, I felt something
should be said.

Simply a REALLY fun, interesting, challenging game, especially for such a low price. I plan to revisit this review soon, but I
strongly suggest getting this game.

As interesting as the early levels are, I can only imagine the further levels are really challenging, but so much fun that even
losing (as a normal part of the process) isn't really so bad. Each level adds really clever new features.

The music in Tile Rider is absolutely TOP NOTCH. As well, it makes for some great Drive Any Track tunes, with full credit
for each wonderful song (a welcome rarity for a game soundtrack.)

For a game this price, one can hardly go wrong.. The art is nice. I bought it because I liked the art.

Sword Daughter is the second VN I have 'played', being the first Fate Stay Night. To be fair, VN is not my genre of choice so I
renounce any expertise in the field. But if I read the word 'novel' I expect something to read for many hours. With a plot. Some
character development is always nice.
Sword Daughter's plot is weak so is natural to think its strong point would be in character development. Guess again, there is no
character development at all. I don't call a schizophrenic half elf 'character development'. The heroine needs another
background, for a warrior to be she is extremely unfit.

Maybe I am in Grinch mode and cannot believe that love, true love, is born that quickly.
"Come home with me."
"Okay. I love you. I wanted to avenge mi father's death but meh."

Pros:
+Gallery
+Scene Selection

Cons:
-Too short
-No character development ever
-Romance is forced. A lot of people think this game is random - it's not. It's all based on your skill stats. If you work to raise
your magic skill and no others, and something like a finesse roll comes up - you will fail that roll. The randomness comes in
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what skills are tested at each location. I worked to raise my mind skill at the hospitol and ended up continually failing physique
rolls, and as a result ended up raising my magic skill and lowering my mind, leading to my picking the conjurer ending for that
character. This makes it seems as though the game is random, but it's all ruled by your base stats.

That said, this game can be played in 10 minute intervals if you're killing time, or in longer stretches if you want to unravel more
story lines. It's very rewarding getting the best endings, but even some of the worst plot twists reward your curiosity. I tried to
play an evil character and stayed in the slums pickpocketing on every turn but ended up giving that character the best Robin
Hood ending I could have imagined. Some endings seem great, but have a twist to them that ends up haunting you and bringing
you back just to try to improve it. I reccomend playing with all characters out as that seems to lengthen the game time.

This game is quick paced (if you want it to be) and rewarding, and worth a play - or five or six or a hundred.

-Misha. ,,, very Zen little game ....
few rules and a snails pace ....
( spoiler )
Don't fear the Devil Fruit ...
it's just another branch on the great tree of life.
.
It took me 4 hours to get all of the achievements ...
I'll keep checking in on my tree now and then.
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